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STORY BY DOUG GORE 

The amount of dampening force produced by a hydraulic shock absorber depends on the speed the shock’s shaft/piston is 
moving and the valving within the shock. The faster oil is forced through the orifices and valves, the greater the resistance to motion 
and the greater the damping force. 

Most racing shock manufacturers use a simple numbering system to identify the valves, and thus the dampening forces, of their 
shocks. They assign a number to represent the compression dampening and a second number to represent the rebound 
dampening. The larger the number, the stiffer the shock. Other numbers indicating the shock’s design characteristics and its stroke 
are also used. 

There are no set standards, so the compression and rebound valving numbers assigned by one manufacturer do not 
necessarily correlate to the valving numbers used by another manufacturer. Plus their measurements are at different piston speeds. 
There is no correlation from brand to brand. The idea that a three compression from one manufacturer would be similar in 
performance is, well, look at the chart. 

We obtained a steel body, non-adjustable shock identified as a six compression and three rebound shock from five 
manufacturers. Roehrig Engineering tested the shocks on the same high-end dyno in the same way. Their drastically different 
dampening forces are due to differences in the shocks. We overlaid them for direct comparison. 

 

 



 

In the low speed compression range, a critical area for car handling during chassis rolling and pitching, the stiffest shock has 
over four times the dampening force as the weakest shock at two inches per second, and at four inches per second it has three 
times the force. Notice that in this low speed range some shocks were progressive, others were nearly linear and one changed from 
progressive to digressive. At the higher compression piston speeds produced by bumps, all but one shock was digressive. At ten 
inches per second all five shocks have compression dampening forces that are within 30 % of each other. 

In rebound, all five shocks have almost identical dampening force at two inches per second, but at four inches per second there 
is as much as a two-to-one difference between brands. All but one of the shocks are close to linear, but that one is highly digressive 
and has almost three times the rebound dampening force as the rest at ten inches per second. 

The only way to compare one manufacturer’s shocks to another‘s is to obtain the respective shock dyno sheets. The value of 
working with one shock manufacturer to fine-tune your chassis rather jumping from one manufacturer to the next is apparent here. 
But, if you’re comparing from brand to brand worry less about the numbers on the shock and more about what you want the 
suspension to do. 

  

Sources: 

Advanced Racing Suspensions  (317-271-7100) 

Afco Racing Shocks  (812-459-2222) 

Genesis  (678-659-9454) 

Pro Racing Shocks  (610-375-6180) 

QA1 Precision Products  (952-985-5675) 

 Roehrig Engineering’s Mike Kadlecik dynoed all of our test shocks. 

Thanks for Karl Fredrickson and John Viscardo of Speedway Illustrated for supplying the graph, which is not on the website link any 
longer. 

 


